
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO.  G002190

DERRICK BOLDEN CLAIMANT

WAL MART ASSOCIATES, INC. RESPONDENT
SELF INSURD                                                      

OPINION FILED DECEMBER 30, 2010

Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MICHAEL L. ELLIG in Fort
Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant not appearing at hearing or through counsel.

Respondent represented by CURTIS NEBBEN, Attorney, Fayetteville,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled case on the

Respondent’s Motion to Dismiss on December 28, 2010, in Fort Smith,

Arkansas.

At this hearing, the entire Commission’s file, including the

Respondent’s Motion to Dismiss, was made Commission’s Exhibit No.

1. 

The respondent’s were represented at the hearing by counsel.

The claimant did not appear at the hearing, either in person or

through counsel. 
 DISCUSSION

    An initial claim was filed on the claimant’s behalf by his

attorney, the Honorable Steven McNeeley, on March 16, 2010. This

claim in the form of an AR-C and accompanying letter of transmittal

alleged an accidental injury to the claimant’s back on January 27,

2010, in Fort Smith, Arkansas. On the AR-C every type of initial

and additional benefit was claimed. Accompanying the transmittal

letter and the AR-C was also a request for a change of physicians.
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In the transmittal letter, the claimant’s attorney requested that

the AR-C be filed and that the file be sent to Medical Cost

Containment to deal with the request for a change of physicians. 

On March 23, 2010, the respondent, through their attorney,

announced that they were controverting the claim in its entirety

and contended that the claimant was therefore not entitled to a

change of physicians.  

The claim appears to have remained dormant, until October 8,

2010, when the respondent’s filed a Motion to Dismiss for lack of

diligent prosecution by the claimant and the claimant’s failure to

request a hearing on this claim within six months after filing.

By letter dated October 28, 2010, the claimant’s attorney

filed an objection to the Respondent’s Motion, a pre-hearing

questionnaire, and a request for hearing.  

Pursuant to the claimant’s attorney’s request for hearing, the

matter was set for a pre-hearing conference for 10:00 a.m. on

November 9, 2010.  The respondent’s filed its pre-hearing

questionnaire, and a pre-hearing conference was held on November 9,

2010.  

On November 10, 2010, a pre-hearing order was entered and this

case was set for full hearing on December 28, 2010.  The issues to

be litigated at that time were identified as:

1. Whether the claimant sustained a compensable injury to

his low back, either as the result of cumulative trauma

over time or a specific incident on January 27, 2010. 
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2. The claimant’s entitlement to medical services,

temporary total disability benefits from February 11,

2010 to a date yet to be determined, and attorney’s fees.

On December 3, 2010, the claimant’s attorney contacted the

Commission and advised that the claimant was withdrawing his

hearing request and desired cancellation of the hearing scheduled

for December 28, 2010. The claimant’s attorney further advised that

the claimant was withdrawing any objection to the Respondent’s

Motion to Dismiss and was waiving any rights he had to a hearing on

the Dismissal Motion.  

Clearly, the present claim is an initial claim for benefits.

The respondent has denied the occurrence of any compensable injury

and have controverted this claim in is entirety. No benefits have

been voluntarily paid by the respondent.  Therefore, the dismissal

of this claim would be controlled by the provisions of Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-702(a)(4).  The express wording of this subsection

mandates that a hearing be held before any ruling is made upon a

Motion to Dismiss any initial claim under the authority of this

subsection. Commission Rule 099.13 has no mandate requiring a

hearing before the granting of a Motion to Dismiss for lack of

prosecution, under the authority of this Commission Rule. 

After consideration of the claimant’s actions, as shown by the

record, and the fact that he has announced that he has no objection

to the granting of the Respondent’s Motion, I find that the

Respondent’s Motion is well taken and should be granted. From the

evidence presented, it further appears that even though there was
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a request made for a hearing in this claim, such a request was not

“bona fide”. Further, it appears from the record that the claimant

has effectively abandoned his claim at the present time.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation

Commission has jurisdiction of this

claim.

2. On March 16, 2010, an initial claim for

benefits was filed with this Commission.

3. The respondent subsequently denied the

occurrence of any compensable injury and

controverted this claim in its entirety.

Thus, any claim made in the present case

would represent an “initial claim for

benefits”, as that term is used in the

Act.

4. No bona fide request for hearing was made

within six months after the filing of

this initial claim for benefits.  Once a

request for a hearing was subsequently

made, it does not appear to be a “bona

fide” request for hearing, as required by

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702(a)(4).

5. The record reveals that the claimant has

failed to prosecute the present claim in

a diligent and timely manner. 
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6. The respondent has requested that this

claim be dismissed, without prejudice,

under the authority of Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-702(a)(4) and Rule 099.13 of this

Commission. The Respondent’s Motion to

Dismiss should be granted.

ORDER

The present claim is dismissed, without prejudice, pursuant to

the authority of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702(a)(4) and Commission Rule

099.13.  This dismissal does not prevent the claimant from refiling

this claim within the time allotted by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702(a).

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                       
                              MICHAEL L. ELLIG
                               ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


